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Introduction 
Cybernetics, computing techniquC', thC'ory of control; information theory, 
mathematical, symbolic modelling - these are disciplines which, on the base 
of the favourable experiences gained so far, have the right to call for organized 
ways of applications in developing the control of our existing systems. Appar-
ently, the degrees and proportions of their applicability can be defined only 
within information systems of particular organizations. In simpler organiza-
tions this would not he problematic. In the case of a complex system, however. 
it becomes necessary to build up the model of its information system, and then, 
using this model, accomplish all the analyses and syntheses required for 
realizing an on-line, real-time, integrated system. 
The railway organizations, displaying a high degree of complexity, are 
taking the lead in application of the up-to-date devices mentioned. This 
model appears to us, have been elaborated on such a level of abstraction 
that it would be applicable to any system. In order to illustrate the realistic 
bases of the model, the construction procedure remained in the form relating 
to the gcnuine railways organization. 
1. The set of requirements, constituting the construction basis of the model 
Before constructing a generally applicable model it will be reasonable to 
establish clearly the set of requirements to be satisfied by the model. Conse-
quently, the most important conditions would be summarized in points as 
follows: 
1. From the geometrical models it is apparent that even the most highly 
developed railways information system includes both human and machine 
constituents. Under such circumstances a model, built up on specialities of 
either human or machine system constituents exclusively, may not be con-
sidered as universally applicable. Consequently, the structure of the model 
should permit inclusion of any sub-system or element, appearing in the man-
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machine system. To set up this requirement is generally acknowledged or clt-sired 
both in the ease of railway problems and in any other case. 
2. An eyer more commonly used method of the cybernetical way of 
reasoning is the black box principle, according to which, for lack of knowledge 
about internal structure and operation of a complex organization, operation 
of a particular delimited sub-system will be recorded with its output character-
istics, produced by different so-called input characteristics. In respect of the 
railways information system this method is remarkable not only becaui'e during 
system analysis one must often take into account that internal structure and 
operation details of sub-systems could he recognized in proper depth only 
after longer time, but also because algorithms for automatic data processing 
as well as for solving mathematical models will be more and more commonly 
used by the railways management; then in many cases the control information 
required to he output would define the algorithm itself and the input informa-
tions as well. It follows from these premises that input informations should 
be separated from output ones when building up the model. In this way on 
the one hand one wish~'s to assure in advance the conditions for exact defini-
tion of the internal operation, on the other, one will he ahle to define the in-
formation transmission performances simultaneously, when turning over from 
information to carrier signals. 
3. The present railways control system uses the control circuit principle 
in many respects. In other cases, however, the control circuit structure does 
not constitute a factor of the control processes. Consequently, one of the model 
construction principles should he its applicahility in the case of control circuit 
as well as other control system structures. Although information system based 
on control circuit principle should he considered hy all means as one of the 
criteria for up-to-dateness of a system, hut to reorganize different extensin-
organization5 according to the control eircuit principle to a practicable extent 
would rai5e many prohlems and require longer time. Taking this in mind. 'we 
must endeavour to pnsure thi5 duality in the model construction. This is 
possible by di5tinguishing information flowing from ev(>ry element to n-ery 
element by separate alphanumeric symbols. This might result in distinctions 
also het'ween non-exi5tent information fiows. Of course, in particular cas ps 
these terms become zeroed, that is, will be omitted. At the same time this 
construction principle allows to indicate all the flows (-with a certain depth 
of breakdown) 'which is a considerable advantage if we admit to be now at the 
yery beginning of recognition (analysing) of the rail'ways information system, 
rilt hpr than to fully know the system. 
4. Up-to-date organization of extensivc systems much depends on the pres-
ent advancement of information transmission deyices. The information 1ran,,-
mission gets even greater importance in respect of railways control, w bpre the 
processes extpud to the whole country and, in several cases. become intprn ational. 
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Consequently, the model ·will be more useful in practice, if it permits to 
lnp,asure the information to be transmitted among rail-way net·works control 
organs. This condition is automatically fulfilled by the construction method 
used to satisfy the requirement 3 (separation of the information which flows 
everywhere), if the relative arrangement of the elements of the railways in-
formation system in space is kno·wll. 
5. ,Vith a graphic model, converging sid(,s of the figure parts, symboliz-
ing railways information subsystems, attempted to visualize in acb;ance the 
pyramidal structure of the railways organization. 
The fundamental quality of this construction method has been mentioned 
ill the literature dealing ·with problems of international and nationalnon-rail-
ways organizations as wdl as in references discussing foreign and internal 
railways information systems. Littman states: "The degree of processing is 
correct if, the more condensed the numeric material the higher stands the 
recipient of this particular report in the management hierarchy". 
It is commonly known that in the case of a railways information system, 
realized by automatic data processing and indirectly linked automatic infor-
mation transmission apparatus, the number of superorclinated control (or in-
formation processing) levels will d'~crease. Seyertheless, in the s·witch-oYG 
pluise as ,,-ell as in the period of analysing the railways information system it 
is absolutf'ly necessary to empha;;;ize the structure consisting of seyeral control 
lpyels, but containing ever less components going upwards in the information 
system. Thus, I-n control leyeb were distinguished during construction of 
tllt' model. As it was emphasized by mathematical designations during detailed 
demonstration of the 11lodel, les," and less elements hayp been takpll into COIl-
,-iclel'ation going f1'o!l1 1 towarch rz _ Tiw model constructed this way ;;;imilal'h-
to ;;nryeys at other organization~ allows more precise l'\'cognition of peculial'i-
ties in the railways control ()r~anization as ·well as numerical comparison of 
separat,; steps of the deyelopnwllt pattern. Schmitz distinguishcs four leyel;; 
in the railway,- information syst(,l11 of the German F('c[Pral Republic. ::\"ot<· 
that the ilumlw]' of If'yt'h, perfol'ming proeessing of control information_ is 
cliffel'('Ilt in each special sen-ict' within tIlt' railway;;;. and is also a function of 
dept h required in analysis and ;;;y,-tem:s design. In the first studies it ha;; 
seemed sufficient to distinguish -1 or 5 leyels in the majority of special seryices. 
There are, however, railways control organizations where it is expedient to 
distinguish more levels from the very heginning. It is typical for the piramidal 
structure of tllP railways organization that under the General Superintendency 
t]1I're belong six Directorates, and then follow centres heing defined hy greater 
and greater numhcrs - shifting yards, 10col1loti"\"\' shops, railway depots, 
junctions. store-houses, central stations etc. while the number of network 
points separahle from the viewpoint of the information system (in its lowest 
plane) in most re;;;ppcts is of thE' order of magnitude of 1000 or eyen greater. 
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6. The analysis and development of the railways information system is 
so much at its beginning that the exact number of elements to be assumed with 
respect to the organization as a whole as well as to its parts chosen by other 
subsystems (e.g. special services) is predictable. It may occur that today it 
would not be possible to indicate at a 100% security neither the order of 
magnitude of the number of elements to be taken up in the lowest information 
organization range. After these preliminaries, when constructing the model, it 
was attempted to make, according to the requirements, all the components distinct-
ible (yertically n, horizontally m). The modeL built up this way. is suitable for 
determining also the organizational structure, incrpasing or df'creasing accord-
ing to the transport demands. 
7. In developing the rail ways informatiun Syst{~IllS. OJll~ requiremen t i~ 
to meet the so-called "real-time" condition. In this respect as well as in order to 
define the required dimensions of the t('chnical data transfer system, sys-
tematization of flowing information in the order of the flol[, period time also has 
proved to he necessary (see Ch. 3, with Roman numerals as indices). This way 
the urgent informations can Ih' :-eparatl'd from the non-urgent onc" and a basi~ 
arises for choosing the method of transmis"ion (telephont', tplegraph. post etc.). 
Besides. a Illodel cOllstruetioll permitting such grouping. ii' necessary also in 
order to clemonstratt' - and subspqw"lltly to eliminate duplicated input. 
transfer, processing of information (see the chapter dealing with integration). 
8. In de...-eloping information sy~tnl1s of hoth rail'way and non-railway 
organizations, a frequent aim is to realize an integrated information system. 
Although integration of tht' railways information "yst(~ll1 can oIlly he reached 
as the result of long-time work regarding its siz,' and complexity it 
would l)t' incorrect if tht' model were not suitable tu formulate exactly tht, 
most important requircments preparing th(· purposeful aceompli"hment of 
an integrated information ~ystem. 
9. The modeL symbolizing the railways information system. should 
display the character of afrUlTlclwrk system, which would Cllsure the preliminary 
definition of the extension, depth and area of ~y5tf'mS analy"is and design 
detailing work n'quiring to all probahility. se'H'ral decades of prrpanition. 
During this work no OIl(' organizational sub-system ~hould lw left out of the 
range of analysis and deyelopmenL and on the other hand, the indicated work 
should not inyoh-e fields of useless directions, sizes, maybe with oYfTlaps. 
10. Releyallt studiei' on the devplopment of information ;;;ystems in 
hoth railways and other organizations, supply a gnat number of idl'a5 and 
methods in addition to those cnumerated above. Considering that the I1lf'l'(' 
listing of all the aspects 'would lead us too far, so. having men liolled tlH' 
points likely to be of importance '\ ith regard to huilding up the railways model. 
'we only refer to sources, apt to supply some additional (e. g. economical, method-
ulogical etc.) aspects. not mentioned before, without striving for eompletf~nt'''s. 
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2. Grouping principle, employed for information processing elements of the 
railways organization and for information, flo'Wing within railways organization, 
Symhols 
It IS reasonable to define further sorting principles for building up the 
model. 
Neither analysis. nor integration of the information system is feasible 
at once for the railways control system as a whole is considered. Derelopment 
Of the information system should be envisaged as analysis and subsequent improve-
ment of properly separated sub-systems, then superposition of the improred sub-
systems. For these reasons, hoth for information processing and information 
transmission systems, tIll' model should permit recording of information 
functions of the smallest components. To reach this goal we always depart 
from onc element when creating tll(' model. 
SCHl7LZE giyes an important principial basis for creating this structure 
of thl' model by cOIlsidering elements of the information system as those of a 
dynamic system (displaying changes in time). Elements of the railways infor-
matioIl system art' also numerous and tIll'), can change state:;:. It is evident 
that elements of the raih\-ay" information system also may be characterized 
hy th(' set of yariables functionally linked ill a el'rtain way and changing in a 
giv(m range of valucs. 
SCIIULZE f'xpresse" th,> aboye mathematically a~ follows: 
where: 
s 
X. L ~ 
Xl' X 2 , 
.v1' y." 
:;1' 








;;:;~ Xi 'LYit, Zi ,t 
i~I 
designation of the system (e.g. an ofi'iep) 
de:;:ignat ion of t he system demen t;; (e.g. departmellt, 
placf> of spryicp etc.) 
difi't'l'('nt state::' of each 5YStl'111 element 
d(>signation of "tate changes 1Il time 
As it will be seen, the railways information system model to he demon-
"trated describcs changes in time by cycle analyses. Notation of the railways 
information system dements is of similar form, 'with thp following special 
distinctions. 
Regarding that for ease of treatment the railways information pyramid 
was transposcd into planar system, (see p. 11) so it is sufficient to denote the 
element by the symbol Sxy, where :t, and), are sufficient to exactly locatc the 
dell1ent. 
4* 
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W-ith an information system, problem of the control level is often raised, 
1Il respect of either locating the processing function, or information transfer. 
That is why it was necessary to split the information processing system by 
control levels "within the model. Leeels as system components are designated by 
Sy, 'where a particular control level may he marked by adding a numeral 
to y. (The index x is fit to detach hy serial numbers the elements occurring 
on each level). 
Finally, in many respects for example, in respect of the external and 
the material energy systems it is necessary to develop a model for the "whole 
!'ailways information processing system. As it is not required to provide 
coordinates for the railways information processing system as a zdwle, so it 
will be denoted symply hy S. 
As to the enumerated processing systems S xy, Sy. S and to group-
ing of information, flo"wing from these systems, the classification, outlined in 
the following has been considered as llccpssary. 
Before all, one must separate input information from output OIlP. Within 
both of these information types it is necessary to isolate information, flowing 
within the railways system fI'Olll those coming from outside or going outwards 
the railzrays. In the class of information, flowing 'within the railway~ there was 
further separated the informations, circulating betzceen the railzrays material 
energy system from those in the railways information system. Finally. infonna-
tions, flowing H;ithin the railways information system were separated according 
to whether they flow either hetween SOlle control level and higher lez'eIs. 
some control level and lower levels, or u;itlzill one control lereZ. This mt'thod of 
grouping can he surveyed hy the following numeration: 
1. Input information 
ll. External information 
12. Internal information 
121. Information hctwPCI1 matprial t'nergy :3ystt'El and information syi'tt'!ll 
122. Information within railways infol'luation "ystem 
122.1. Information hetween a level and lower l('yeis 
122.2 Information hetween a level and higher le-\"d~ 
122.3. Information "within OIle It'y,,l 
2. Output information 
21. External information 
22. Internal information 
221. Information lwtw('('n material f'l1l'rgy ;;v"tem and information 
system 
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:222. Information within railways information system 
:222.1. Information between a level and lower levels 
222.2. Information between a level and higher levels 


















Figure 1 shows information system flowing to a processing clement SXJ 
Figure 2 shows information system flowing to a processing level Sy 
Figure 3 sho'ws information system flo'wing to the whole proeessing system S 
or the system of information, flo'wing from Sxy, Sy, S. On the referred 
figures it is possible to distinguish input information from output one with 
the help of arrows showing the flow direction. Relations bet'ween the informa-
tion groups defined by the above decimal classification and the set of alpha-
numeric symbols, marking these groups and used in the model - in the case 
of dissection of depth Sxy, Sy, S - can bc indicated by Greek letter in-
dices, to be interpreted subsequently. 
After this, before turning to the actual construction of the alphanumeric 
railways information system model, let us summarize all the notations, em-
ployed in the model: 
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/1'" r rs ·xs 
//_~. 
'r----- __ . ___ {ll~ __ 
los -----~ 310 0 O:····~I 
/----/210 0 o-··········· .. ·~I 
/ I 1 lIm !m lli) ..................... '§Il1 
/ /;JS \ I 
. I / 
F'itr· .') 
lVIeaning Of notations, used throughout ill the model. ~)'laill symbols: 
I informations flowing bet,veen information processing elemt'nts of thf' 
information system 
T = information stored 
A = processing algorithms in the information processing elements 
1.2,3, . .. n serial numbers, denoting control levels in the information system, 
going level by level, upwards from below 
1.2.3, ... Cl serial numbers. denoting (lower) control levels, helow one 
control level 
1,2,3, ... 11l = serial numhers of element:", expedif'ntly di;;:tingui;;:hed 011 each 
level 
1,2,3, ... g serial numhers. denoting eontrol levels in ('xtl'rnal information 
organizations. 
)" a symbol, marking soml' control level in gent'ral 
x a general syrnhoL marking an information proces5illg element. 
located on any control level 
S = a symbol, denoting the whole of the Systl'Hl. or its part if in subscript 
Sy = a control level as suh-system 
Sxy = an information processing unit 
_Votations to simplify indices 
x IBAE {j OBAE 
;1 IBA OBA 
}' IBF % OBF 
0 IBH I. OBH 
c IKI fl OKI 
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Within t hest:: 
I input information 
o output information 
B information, flowing within the information system 
K information. linked with an external information system 




For denoting interpretation ranges: 
i, j, k, I 
I. II. Ill . .... X for notation of information system elements In cycle 
time orders of magnitude 
f) empty set 
not equal 
n common part 
3. Model of flowing informations 
31. System of input informations 
a. Input informations, flowing between the railways material energy system and 
the information system 
aa. Informations flowing to one element 
Input informations, coming from eyery element of the railways material 
energy system to one information processing element (Sxy) of the railways 
information SYSV>lll is the follo,,-ing: 
IIBAES:c,' 
where the symbols denote: 
I information 
I input 
B within railways system 
AE matprial energy system 
S system 
(1) 
xy eoordinates. determining a processing component of the railways 
information system in the case of planar (triangular) representation 
(y = number of control leveh. x = serial number of an element of 
a particular control level) 
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1,2,3 .... mAE 
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serial number of an element of the material energy system, 
producing the input information. 
For lucidity of the subsequent description let us introduce these simpli-
fied designations: 
IBAE = x 
Transcribing the initial relationship with this designation, the equation 
(2) 
defines information, commg from the railways material energy system to an 
arbitrary information processing element of the railways control organization 
(see figure l). 
ab. Informations flowing to a control level 
Of course, from the viewpoint of the railways information system, in 
addition to the information, coming from the railways material energy system 
to an element of a certain control level, it is also important to know the in-
formation, flowing from the railways material energy system to all the informa-
tion processing element being on the same railways control level (e.g, level of 
marshalling yards, of directorates etc.). Knowing the relationship 1 and taking 
into consideration the line diagram, Fig. 2, this can be computed by summing 
all the information flowing in all possible links between every element on a 
control level and every element of the material energy system. That is, the 
full range of input information, flowing from the railways material energy 
system to an arbitrary control level is composed of the UIHlennentioned ele-
111ents. 
loll , 1,12 , 1~13 , I:tlm AE 
1'21 , 1::;22 , 1,23' I .... -?l!1 
-- 'AE 
1"31 ' I:t~:.! ~ 1':33 ' , I,3i1l AE 
l oill1'1 , l~my2' I::::m213 , I::::mymAE 
If we look for elements in Fig. 2, corresponding to each row, onc after 
another, we shall see that these denote informations going from all the ele-
ments of the rail'way material energy system to each information processing 
element on a particular control level. The information, flowing from the 
mentioned system to each element is given by the sum of elements in one row, 
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or essentially each row corresponds to Equ. 2 excepted that in order to make 
information processing elements on the same level distinctible, it -was necessary 
to employ another index (the first) for each term (first index: serial number 
of elements being on the same level, second index: serial number of the ele-
ments of the material energy system). By reason of the above, one may write: 
I'll l'l~ 1"13 + l'lT1lJE - I"SlY 
I"~l I,~~ 1"23 --'- - I::r;2m AE I,s~y 
1'31 1"32 I"J3 
: 
--'- 1"3171 ._1E - I S3y -r-
where the 1, 2, 3, ... my appearing in thc first place of the index is the se-
quence number of information processing units on the same control level; the 
other designations are the same as those mentioned in connection with rela-
tionships 1, 2. Subsecluently, the information, flowing from the railways 
material energy system to the input of all the elements of a control level is 
given by thc sum of the row sums. 
(3) 
Flo-w of information I,sy onto a control leyel is shown 1Il figure 3. 
ac. Information flolring to the entire railH:ays control system 
In respect of the railways control it is important to know the proportion 
of rail-ways material enprgy system information received by all the information 
processing elements on all the control levcls of the entire railways control 
system. The goal is to assure the most effectiye control with the least infor-
mation intake possible. The word "least" in the previous sentence involyes 
the necessity of quantity determination of the information mentioned, -what 
is possible only if the totality of information to be measured is known by its 
components. 
In the alphanumeric model creation steps, reviewed till now, the infor-
mation, flowing from the railways material energy system to one information 
processing element and to all the elements on a control level has been defined. 
If information, flo-wing from the indicated system to all the elements of the 
entire control information system is to be determined, then sum by elements 
or by levels. Doing this, the classification displayed on figure 3 should be 
considered. 
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In the case of summing by elements, the addends are given by elements 
of a spatial matrix. This spatial matrix can be derived from repeating the 
planar structure preceding the relationship 3 parallelly with itself as many 
times, as many control levels in the railways control organization exist. 
Transformability of the system elements requires introduction of a third 
index, placed before the first two. 
Form of the spatial matrix is clear from the following sums (First index: 
serial number of control levels, second: serialnumbel' of elemeuts within level. 
the third: serialllumbel' of the material energy system elements): 
On the first control level: 
1"111 ..l- I"ll~ - 1,,11;) 
, 
I 
On the second control level: 
Ix:!:!l I"~2~ -- 1::r.22:3 
1"231 I":!3:! 1";l;;:; 
On the third control level: 
1"311 - I":n~ 1,,313 -- I":llmAE 1,,513 
I".l21 10:322 - I,,3:!3 + - I:":3:!.Tl2 dE = 1,,5"" 
I":~11 1':!:l2 - I:t3:J.3 , ..l- 1,,;1:; m.A b" 1,,533 
On the "n" th control level: 
I"nll ..l- I"n12 I,,"J3 I , .-
I"n21 I;:n:2:!. I"n~3 , 
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To the effect of point 5 ch. 1 the relationship m 1 > m 2 > m3 > ... > 11111 
IS true. Because of this. in comparison to the element set, belonging to the 
first, lowest control level, the further levels consist of ever less rows. It is 
the matrix belonging to the n-th (highest) control level which has the least 
number of rows, because on this level there are the fewest information proces-
sing elements. In the case of the most general system, number of columns may 
he the same in the planar matrices belonging to all the levels as it is theoretical-
ly possible for every level to receive input information from every element 
of the material energy system. But in a practical system it should be assumed 
that elements of the higher control level receivt> concise input information 
about material energy system from elements of lower levels (see point 5, ch. 1.), 
consequently, elements of rows in many places may be reduced to zero, so 
on the upper leveb the numher of columns decreases too. 
Sum of information of type AE input to elements of each control In·el 
can be formed by analogy to equation 3. 
On the first control level 
I s 
" 1 
On the second control level: 
Oil the third control level: 
On the n-th control level: 
Evidently, sum of information input from railways material energy 
system to every information processing element on an the control levels of tilt> 
railways information organization is ohtained hy adding sums for each 1",,·e1. 
, I 
- 'l.Sn (4) 




.;;;;" ...... '".:.i' 
i=! j=! 
mAE mu 
",,' '" I 
__ ~ :::::ij 
i=1 j=1 
relation8hip 4, departing from individual components, can he expressed also as: 
n m..:1E mn n 
I = ~ I = "\:' >' -:>:'1 
xS,! ..;;;.. ::ts;; ~..-...... 'Xi if: 
k=l i=1 j=1 k=l .. 
(5) 
Expressed in words: totality of information of type AE flowing to the 
input of the entire railways information system may he produced hy summing 
information, transferred from every element 1 ... TnAE of the material energy 
system to every information processing component on every level 1 ... n of 
the control organization. 
h. Set of input information, flowing zcithin the railzcays information system, 
between its component elements 
ha. Information, flowing from lou.:er levels tozcards a giL'en control level 
In the railways information system the following information flo"ws to a 
single information processing element, on a certain control level, from all the 
processing components on another 10lt'er control level: 
where 
my 
IIB,-'lYl + IIBAY~ + IIBAY3 -;- , , .. -'- IIBAY"," = 2'IIBAYi 
i=1 
A lower control levels 
a number of lower control In-els 
Ay y th of the lower control levels 
1 y a 
y(a+l) level ahove the lower control levels, corresponding to thf' 
element examined for information input 
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1,:2,3 ... In·: = serial number of information processing elemcnts on the 
eontrol leyel y 
F Ol' sake of convenience let us introduce the foIlo'wing index designation: 
U sing the ne-w notation, the preyious sum function can he rewritten as: 
(6) 
Equ. 6 defines the information flowing from a single lo,\-er In-el to an 
element of the control system. 
In order, howeyer, dimension the data transmission equipment, it may 
he required to know also the information flowing from all the lower control 
leyel information proeessing elements to one element. Their totality is obviously 
provided hy summing informations flowing to that element for each lower 
control In-el in turn, below the control leycl corresponding to this element. 
according to relationship 6. The so deriyeclleyel totals would he summed again. 
If serial numhl'rs of thl' Ieyeis under the control h>yel containing the l'}{>mcnt 
in question are 1. :2. 3 .... x, the information, floll;ing from all the elemellts of all 
the lower control lerels to the input of a higher information processing element is 
defined by the relationship 
... --- IJ:ls 'Ya (7) 
where: Sxy· element. t'xamined for input: 1 ... Cl the lower h,,-pb ,,-ith all 
their elemcnts /lIly;' 
The information to be summed in this total may he considered as de-
IUt'n ts of a matrix, in ,dlich each row represents onc lower eontrolleyel /1 ... H .• 
and row elements the number of processing elements on each lo'wer level 
;1 ... m y /. 
In order to design a railways information system - particularly when 
calculating the performances required from information transfer routes to he 
inserted hetween remote controlleyels it is essential to know, in addition to 
the information flowing to an element of a control leveL also the information 
going to all control information processing elements belonging to all the 
identical levels, accommodated often in the same place (e.g. in the huilding of 
Director~te). If on the control level in question i m(a-,-l) i there are information 
processing elements, then information, flowing from all the elements of Olle 
10"ll-er level to the input of all the elements of a higher leyel may be calculated 
on the hase of information gn.-en by the relationship 6. 
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(8) 
In this sum the information to be added forms a matrix of as Illany rows. 
as many elements there are in the control level examined for input I m(a-,-l)! 
and of as manv columns. as Illanv elements my: there ,HI' in the one lower 
control level fr~m where the inpu~ informations' rise. 
If the information flowing from all the elcments on all the lower control 
levels to the input of all the elements of a controll('vel are sought for, then 
information delivered hy relationship 7 for the input of one element should 
he considered as many times, as many element,; thn(~ an' on the control l(>v('1 
with the input sought for. So we get: 
(9) 
The information to he summed in thi::: relationship lllay he understood 
as (·lements of a spatial array. As many planes may be defined in the spatial 
matrix as many elements there are in the ('xamined contI'ol level (a 1). 
Elements of each plant' may he forllled by rows and eolull1ns the SaIllt' way 
as for the matrix mentioned in respect to 7. 
If in order to form a I'eferenee ratio. the information, flolring from all 
the elements of all the control levels had to be calculated, then the spatial matrix 
formed hy elements in relationship 9 would be considered as many times. as 
many such control kvcls might be assigned in th(' railways information ol'gani-
zati~n which n1<lY rec(,iv,' i~lput infol~ll1ation from hen;·ath ill -'- I!, th;1 is: 
(10) 
Relationship 10 defines summing of an information seL similar to that 
for relationship 9. Since however, the summation should he accomplished for 
all levels, the quadruple sum appearing in 10 means that the spatial matrix 
mentioned hefore - 'with elements formed according to the meaning of course 
should he taken into account as lllany times. as mallY control levels ('xist 
ill the railways information svstem. 
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bb. Information flowing to a given control level from upper levels 
In the railways information system the undermentioned information flou;s 
to a single information processing element on a control level from all the processing 





IIBF,," -- IIBF.':1 - .... .:.. IIBFymy = ~I!BF)'i 
i=1 
control leyel corrf'sponding to t hp pi"IlH'nt considered for informa-
tion input 
upper control In·els 
y th of the upP,'r eOlltrol leyel,.: 
To ":implify indices let us introduct' tilt' following notation: 
IBF 
2':ow tht' equation may hp brought to simpln form: 
(11) 
So the ('quatiol1 11 dd'in!'s information. flowing to thp input of a ::,ingle 
information processing elenwnt on a certain control kyeL from all the element:, 
on an upper control 1(>y('1. 
It is also necessary to knolf the amollnt of information f/olring from elements 
of all the upper cOTltrollerels to (/ giL'en controllin'el or to 0111' of its elements, 
Information coming fa the input of an element. is suppli(·d hy the foll()v;ill~ 
summation: 
( 1:2) 
Sxy ekment examined for input. 
(a + 2) , .. n levels above the element examined with all their ele-
ments which may supply an input. 
The information being t\vice summed Illay he considered as elements of 
an array, each row of which corresponds to a control level ahoye the leyel 
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of the element haying the input in question, . (a ~ 2), (a --'- 3), (a - 4·), ... n) 
and these rows consist of as many elements, as many information processing 
elements occur on each control leyel. 
Information, coming from all the elements of all upper control lerel to the 
input of all the elements of a control lerel is obtained by summing information 
clements of a planar matrix. This matrix consists of as many rows. as many 
elements there are on the control leyel considered fOT input. and of as many 
columns, as many elements there are on the single upper control level from 
which the input information 1Il question departs. That is: 
(13) 
With regard to the forthcoming it is also important to know. what 
amount of input information may go to the input of all the el('llwnts of a given 
control level from all the information processing elements on each of th\' control 
It'yels aboyc the giYen leyel. 
To this aim, elcments of an information array should Jw sUlt1llled. which 
can be fitted into a spatial matrix. This matrix Illay he decomposed into a5 
many planes, as many elcments there are on the (a - 1) th control lcyel. 
containing information processing elements examined for input. Elements in 
each planc will he inserted into rows and coluIllns as it ·was dOll(' for input 
of an element ill conjunetioll with relationship 12 . 







Finally if. for Cl gcneral suryey of the railways information 3Y5tel1l \IT 
~wish to know the amollnt of information receh'ed by all the lerels from evelY 
element of the upper information levels. t hcn summation L"y calculated for 
onc lE'Yel should be accomplished as many times. as many control lcyeb art' 
likely to receiyc information from ahoye n - 1 
my trl(a _ 1) 11 r; 
Ls ", . "" '" '" .,;;". Cl -(~-.-:!l { -:1 i~l 
(15 ) 
be. Information, flou'illg zl'ithin the same control lerel 
Analysis of the control information system requires al;;:o knowledge of 
infol'lnation flowing between Plements on tllt' ;;ame control lcyel. 
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Information arriving from output of other elements 011 a level to the input 
of a single elempnt on the same level is definpd by the folIo'wing relationship 
(see Fig. 4): 
where: H refers to the horizontal division. 
r-; 
I 5iu h 
L..::....J : I SZy h 8,i .. _. _. _. _ .. --,~ ....... / Smyy ~ 
LI _________ --__________ ~I ! 
Fig . .J 
Simplifying tht' index gives the follo,\·ing equation: IBH = b 
(Hi) 
As the information, appearing on the O'Hl output of the information 
processing element Sxy, but fIo·wing towards its own input, is also a term of 
this equation, there are two alternativt~;;. If for some purpose it is important 
to know the own feedback information of an element. then that term also lllay 
}-)f' included. Else, this term will be reduced to zero. 
In order to develop the railways control information sy;;tt'm it is also 
necessary to kno·w the amount of information coming to all the elements on n 
level, from other elements of the same level. Knowledge of this type of in-
formation gives indication of closeness of relations between control level 
elements. This information is apparently defined by considering information 
flowing from the same level to one elt'ment .with regard to all tlH' element:". 
that is, flow, taken up for one element SXy ·will be examined. to the sen;;,'. 
for all the elenwnts and then: 
(17 ) 
The two alternatiYes, mentioned in relation to con;;idering output information 
of terms, examined for input (relationship 16) here also exist. 
Sum of input information, deriyed from in-level components of element;; 
on all the control levels may be defined analogously to summation of the pre-
viously studied information types. The whole amount of these types of infor-
mation ·within the complete control information system ·will be calculated 
.5 Periodiea Polytechnica EL 13/1-:2 
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this way. Elements considered for this summation may be arranged into a 
spatial matrix. This spatial matrix consists of as many planes, as many control 
levels are distinguished in the information system. Within each plane the num-
ber of both columns and rows can be described by the number of information 
processing units on the control level belonging to that plane. Since going up-
'wards in the information system, the number of elements in each control level 
goes diminishing-according to the relationships already discussed (1.) -
consequently, the form of the spatial matrix is similar to a truncated pyramid. 
The relationship itself is the following: 
II 
los = lOSt + los2 --,- los3 + ... -T- I clSn = 2 1tsk 
k=l 
(18) 
c. Information flowing to the inputs of the railwa.ys information system from 
external organs 
The information system for railways traffic control is able to fulfil its 
duty only by maintaining suitable information links 'with information systems 
of non-railways organizations (e.g. of the organizations, demanding transport). 
Else it could not be get informed e.g. about goods to be transported. This is 
why it is also important to know the composition of information, supplied 
to the entire railways information system by non-railways information systems. 
The described railways information system, represented by alphanumeric 
symbols, displays a rather complicated form, and - as we have seen it 
often renders the survey of the model very difficult. There is no reason to 
assume that the information systems in e.g. all the organizations demanding 
transports would be much simpler than the information system of the rail'ways 
organizations. Upon this consideration it would be most le!] ghty, although 
not infeasible to create a model of alphanumeric symbol 'which would represent 
information flo'wing bet"ween every railways information element and all 
non-railways information elements. At the same timE' it is a commonly known 
fact that internal information traffic of the most different organizations is much 
greater than the external one. In conformity 'with this, as structure of informa-
tion coming from external control information systems to the railways control 
information system, it is sufficient to set up a model "which displays informa-
tion, flowing from external systems to the input of each component of the 
railways information system, only quantized by certain external control unit 
circuits. 
Consequently, external information flowing to elements on vanous 
levels of the railways information system will not be numbered according to 
elements of the external information system. Knowing that external infor-
mation flo'w is meagre, information received from information elements be-
longing to the same external control level will be simply distinguished by the 
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symbol of the given control level, then within it, by a simple serial number. 
After the introduced simplification, the information flowing from external 
information organizations to the input of the railways information system 
elements, will be fit into an alphanumeric model 'with the structure in Fig. 5. 
In the railways information system, the information coming from external 
information organs by control levels to the input of a single processing element on 
any control level is defined by the following relationship: 
,I-here g - number of control levels in the external organization (see Fig. 5.). 
lnformolfon sys:em out or" railway 
I I 9 
I t- - - - - ----~ 
L _________ J 
I I 
Zf \ 
r \ E~l 
Fig. 5 
As informations received from each external level should be given a 
serial number index in the course of detailed expansion, and in addition, in 
order to show a closer similarity of the structure to the earlier described rela-
tionships, let us introduce this index simplifying notation: 
JIG = e 
Then the previous equation takes this form: 
(19) 
Because of earlier mentioned reasons it is necessary to define information 
arriving from all the elements of the external information system to all the elements 
011 a railways control level, by means of equation: 
Til11 
~I . 




where 1,2,3, ... my are the serial numbers of elements on the railways control 
level for which the information coming from outside, is considered. 
Accordingly, information coming onto a railways control level from out-
side may be arranged in a matrix having as many rows, as many ekments 
there exist on the railways control level in question, and as many columns. 
as many control levels there are assigned in the non-railways information 
organization. 
Information, flou;ing i1'011l external organizations to the entire raillcays 
information system is apparently giv'~n by summing extPrnal information in 
acconlance with equation ~O 0.0' many times, a" many control In'eis tht'n' 
'werf' distinguished in the railways organization, 
n m n 
IeS - leSt - IeS" I"s:; l"s. " les: .....' 
",' ..... ' Is;:,: (21) fi -== ~l k ,-:1 j 1 
32. System of output information 
a. Information flolt'ing i1'o711 Olltputs of the raihrays information system 
t01cards the material energy system 
If the output information of the railways control information Systl'nJ. 
as an information processing organization of yarious complexity is to he "'y:::-
tematizecl. then the struetun' is essentially the same as it wa:3 in the ease of 
input information. The information organization eompont'llt;: to lw cOllsiden·d. 
that is, information processing cOllstitut'nls and information flow links between 
constitucnts. apart from the direction. arc the same as those examined in the 
system of input information. The hasic difference is that ",ith output infor-
mation, th(' dir('ctioll of information flo'ring bet,Yeell element:, i:3 just the rcyerst: 
than for th(' input information. Since when ,vriting the information structure. 
the indices! and 0 or in the cas\" of using indices of Greek Idters, the indices 
x,fj,y,c:, band 0, I, %, I., 11.1 rch>r a priori to the information being input or output. 
the distinction of the flo,,' direction is accomplished. The procp:,sing elements 
appearing in relationships supplying different information fIo-w groups display 
the same structure, as for input information. Therefore, to avoid Uillleces;:ary 
repetitions we do not describe in detail the clements, summation of which will 
:3upply the particular groups of output information. 
Having discussed input and output information flo,\'s, let us consider 
now' the model of information. i'tored in the railways information system 
components. 
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4. Model of information, stored in system elements producing output informa-
tion from inpnt 
Each information processing component is only able to function if in 
addition to receiying current input information for processing operations they 
are in possession of earlier information, too. Information, stored earlier, may 
be placed into se....-eral groups. 
First group of stored information will ha....-e been acquired by the proces-
sing element before starting the operation, in order to know the method of 
processing. Information belonging to this group, may be diyided into further 
subgroups. One of these subgroups should contain information deri....-ed from 
transformation of the controlled system in the interest of processing, as e. g. 
wagon rolling stock locomotiye stock, track system, etc. 
The other group is composed of information on It'a~VS of information pro-
cessing, conditions of solving its algorithm, (e.g. knowledge of ma thematical 
formulae for calculating turn-around time of wagons). 
The further two groups of stored information directly stored portion 
of input information, and information, stored after intermediate and final 
processing. 
In the first approach it is not possihle to define [or each of the railways 
information organization components a restriction 'which 'would exclude the 
presence of some stored information. So 'we could create the model of stored 
information in the railways information syst{'m for all types. But in order 
to avoid any superfluous repetition, the model is created only once, for infor-
mation type IT. Creation of a model corresponding to any deeper hreakdown 
consists of replacing the index T by the indices TP, TJL TPL TPA, TlvlK, 
TJIF or Ti\iIFV. 
In building up the model. the information di....-ision of the organization 
shown in Fig. I to;:; employed already related to input and output information, 
is taken into account. A.ccording to this, stored information in case of a single 
rlement is: 
(22) 
·where each letter symbol has the meaning as described in the foregoing. 
I nformatioll stored on one control lerel: 
(23) 
where I, 2, 3, ... my serial numbers of elements on any level. 
Information stored for all the elements of the entire raihcays information 
organization: 
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... -;- ITS" (24) 
With the present human structure it is not possible to map all the details 
of information, stored in elements of the information organization. It is 
conceivable that research, attempting to include automatic elements, will 
detect additional types of stored information. Nevertheless their models 
will probably be analogous to the ahove indicated ones. 
5. 1\'lodel of algorithms needed to produce output from input 
and stored information 
A transformation procedure takes place in each information processing 
element. This transformation is characterized by a processing procedure, in-
serted between purposeful output information and input and stored informa-
tion. This procedure is controlled hy an algorithm. An algorithm is an unam-
biguously defined schematic procedure for solving information processing prob-
lems, depending on uniquely defined sequence of order of the hasic operations. 
Consequently, elements of the railways information system are constituted 
by input, output and stored information as well as algorithms. In a broader 
sense, the concept of algorithm covers the uniquely defined operation sequences 
of receiving the input information, issuing the output information and storing 
the information to he stored. For modelling, however, it is sufficient to denote 
all the algorithms needed in each element by one symbol, with the remark 
that by introducing proper indices, this model "will be apt to express a deeper 
breakdown of the algorithms. In modelling, algorithms "will he assigned to the 
systems Sxy, Sy, S. 
The algorithm needed for a single element is designated by: 
(25) 
where A notation, referring to the algorithm. 
The algorith!lL needed for all the elements on a control leyel: 
( 26) 
where 1, 2, 3, .. . my - serial numbers of the elements on one level. 
The algorithm needed for all the elements in the entire railways informa-
tion system: 
(27) 
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The complex railways information system could be created by purposeful 
linking the system of flowing information (modelled in point 3), the system 
of stored information (modelled in point 4) and the proper elements of infor-
mation processing algorithms (modelled in point 5). Unambiguous linking 
of the elements modelled in the above indicated three points is allo'wed by the 
structure of the model system which takes into account in all three cases the 
information processing system of a dissection Sx.y, Sy, S. 
6. Structme differentiation of the analysing model in conformity 
with the chronological order of information operations 
Discussion of the chap. 1 5 defined a single requirement to be met by 
flowing output and input information as ,,'ell as hy algorithms, namely: they 
should assure coordinated, purposeful (regulated) interactions, activities of 
the railways organization elements, based on the mutual consideration of 
status changes as 'Viener has meant it. The relevant time requirements have 
not heen discussed. In the real railways system, however, this factor is most 
important, because the railways control organization is supposed to supply 
information for controlling elements which are moving intensely in time in the 
railways network. This fact justifies a further differentiation of elements of 
the model huilt up in points 3-5, - a differentiation oriented for cycle times, 
that is for repetition periods. 
It is well known, that in the railways operations each material energy 
process, that is, every constituent sub-process of controlling the complete 
transport process, requires repeated receipt of control (output) information 
after elapse of time periods corresponding to seconds, minutes. hours, days 
weeks, months, years. Therefore for the flow of output, input and stored in-
formation. appearing in the ahoye constructed model, the algorithms produc-
ing output information should he decomposed according to such a scale, and 
time differentiated models deriyed in this way. 
As in the beginning of analysing and creating the information system 
it is unknown. which information system component would appear in which 
time cycle, consequently, when constructing general, a time-differentiated 
model we start with the consideration that any component, symbolized in 
points 3-5 may be affected in all the cycle time types. The cycle times are 
symbolized by Roman numerals in turn, in ascending order. In such a way for 
constructing the general model, differentiated hy cycle times, it is sufficient 
to complete the indices of all the elements symbolized in points 3 to 5 by 
Roman numerals, designating the possihle cycle times. Since we do not intend 
to reckon with more than ten cycle time deyiations, the Roman numerals 
used as indices range from I to X. ?'iow the form, differentiated hy time cycles. 
will he shown only for one information processing element. 
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For the flowing information: 
For the stored information: 
I Tsxy ITSXYI 










Structure of Equs. 28 to 30 clearly expresses derivation of the time differ-
entiated model. So no more equations 'will be derived, just noting that in-
formation, covered by Equs. to 1 to 27 may bc further broken down by time 
cycles, using the Roman numerals as indices. 
Slunmary 
The pre:;ented model is essentially that of a complex man-machine information system, 
linking the processing algorithms with input and output informations, and permitting a 
breakdown of variable depth. The model is valid for both simple and complex control cases. 
and the time-sequence differentiation, presented at last. permits a superposed development 
of an on-line, real-time system in conformity with an integrated aspect. The presented model 
permits a conversion to signal or operation system models of identical structure. These latter, 
however, allow to survey demands of the complex control organism concerning information 
inpnt, transfer and processing, to select man-machine systems of the proper performance and 
quality, in function of the motion intensity of the matcrial-energy componcnt and of the spa-
tial position of the entering parts. 
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